Horticultural Services

Evergreen Tree List 2022

Juniperus
Canart Juniper
Sun 15-20' tall 12' across
Compact pyramidal growth when young, opening with age.
Develops very picturesque appearance. Produces numerous
pale blue berry-like cones. One of the best junipers for Kansas.
Medium Growth Rate.
Juniperus
Spartan Juniper
Sun 15-20' tall 8' across
Rich green color with a dense pyramidal habit. Naturally
maintains a nice shape. Medium Growth Rate. Good for
groupings, screens, or barriers.
Juniperus
Taylor Juniper
Sun 20-25' tall 2-3' across
Distinctive, upright narrow form with medium green foliage and a
hint of gray. Winter foliage is a medium brown. Tolerant of poor,
dry sites and high pH soils. Medium Growth Rate.
Picea
Colorado Spruce
Sun 30-50' tall 25-30' across
Dense pyramidal growth with foliage color ranging from green to
intense steel-blue. Plant in full sun and well drained soil. Water
in drought conditions when young. Slow Growth Rate.
Picea
Columnar Norway Spruce
Sun 20-30' tall 4-6' across
The narrow fastigiate form of Norway Spruce is in high demand
for urban and boundry plantings where strong vertical accents
are required. This selection grows quite quickly.
Picea
Norway Spruce
Sun 40-60' tall 25-30' across
A very adaptable evergreen tree in harsh conditions. Water in
drought conditions when young. Thrives under seasonal drought
once established. Does not like wet soils. Medium to fast growth
rate.
Picea
Thompson Blue Spruce
Sun 30-50' tall 20' across
A symmetrical, pyramidal tree with thick, whitish-silvery-blue
needles. Prefers a rich, moist soil in full sunlight. Water during
periods of drought when young. Slow Growth Rate.
Picea
Weeping White Spruce
Sun 30-40' tall 6-8' across
A strong central leader and blue-green foliage on highly
pendulous limbs are distincive characteristics of this evergreen
tree. Adds vertical interest to landscapes or can be used as a
focal point.
Pinus
Columnar White Pine
Sun 40' tall 10-15' across
Soft textured, slender, light bluish-green foliage. Pyramidal
when young becoming broader with age. Likes fertile, moist,
well-drained soil. Fast growth rate. Half the width of White Pine.
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Pinus
Southwest White Pine
Sun 40' tall 25' across
Pine tree similar to Eastern White Pine, but more adaptable to
different sites and soil conditions. Foliage has a slight blue cast.
Medium to fast growth rate.
Pinus
White Pine
Sun to Part Shade 50-80' tall 20-40' across
Soft textured, slender, light bluish-green foliage. Pyramidal
when young becoming broader with age. Likes fertile, moist,
well-drained soil. Fast growth rate.
Thuja
Green Giant Arborvitae
Sun 30-40' tall 15-20' across
A large evergreen tree with a broad pyrimidal form that is useful
as a hedge or screen. Foliage is fragrant and dark green. A
good substitute for pine trees.

